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Abstract: Effect of kerf execution correctness dur-
ing felling with internal combustion chain saw on 
direction of tree fall. To maintain proper direction 
of tree fall as well as from the viewpoint of sawman 
safety, proper execution of kerfs during tree felling 
is very important. This refers to both the under-cut 
(that determines direction of tree fall) and the fell-
ing cut with properly formed hinge and mainte-
nance of safety threshold. Parameters of particular 
kerfs depend mainly on tree diameter in the place 
of felling kerf execution, while the proper form of 
kerfs depends also on assumed direction of felling, 
inclination and height of tree, size and shape of its 
crown, tree habit, shape of trunk and of adjacent 
trees. Basing on carried out investigations, the 
obtained results and their later analysis there was 
found a signi  cant dependence between the way 
of execution of particular kerfs (under-cut kerf and 
felling kerf with properly formed hinge and main-
tenance of safety threshold), with consideration to 
suitable parameters of a tree subjected to felling 
(diameter, inclination and height, shape and size of 
crown, tree habit and shape of trunk), and direction 
of the tree fall (felling). It was assumed during in-
vestigations, that 20° de  ection of lying tree to the 
left or right from the expected felling direction is 
not regarded as discordant with the expected one, 
and can be caused by such factors like: rebounding 
tree from the ground or the remaining stump, roll-
ing of tree, turning round of tree on branches etc. 
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INTRODUCTION

In spite of constantly increasing share 
of highly-productive machines in the 
process of timber harvesting, an internal 

combustion chain saw with has been still 
commonly used in felling, branching and 
cross-cutting; with its use over 90% of 
timber mass is annually harvested in Po-
land. Therefore, it will be for a long time 
a basic implement used in timber har-
vesting on hand-machine operation level 
[Wójcik 2005, 2007a].

It is well known that internal combus-
tion chain saw is a machine regarded as 
particularly dangerous and most danger-
ous in the group of hand-operated work-
ing tools. Apart from dangers connected 
directly with the chain saw as a device 
itself (vibrations, noise, rebound, con-
tact with sharp edges, contact with hot 
surfaces etc.), the hazard during its uti-
lization results also from speci  c and 
hard conditions of work and the speci-
 ed technological limitations of timber 

harvesting process [Sowa 1989, Wójcik 
2007b]. These include,  rst of all, the 
speci  ed requirements that should be 
considered by chain saw operator in or-
ganization of work on the cutting area. 
For that matter it is the selection of suit-
able method for timber harvesting (e.g. 
entire stem method, long wood method, 
short wood method etc.), as well as as-
suring of maximal productivity of log-
ging means (clambunks, skidders, for-
warders etc.), by proper determination of 
tree fall direction and, more important, 
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proper felling of harvested trees. One 
should also take into consideration the 
site con  guration, inclination of major-
ity of trees, course of operation roads, 
direction of skidding, type of skidding 
means, but also necessity of protecting 
natural regenerations, and also protect-
ing trees from damage (trees on the fell-
ing site and adjacent); in the case of clear 
felling it is fairly easy, but in the case of 
pocket felling or thinning it is rather dif-
 cult [Laurow 1999, Wi sik et al. 2005, 

Nurek 2013].
To maintain proper direction of tree 

fall as well as from the viewpoint of saw-
man safety, proper execution of kerfs 
during tree felling is very important. 
This refers to both the under-cut (that 
determines direction of tree fall) and the 
felling cut with properly formed hinge 
and maintenance of safety threshold. 
Parameters of particular kerfs depend 
mainly on tree diameter in the place of 
felling kerf execution (Fig. 1), while the 
proper form of kerfs depends also on as-
sumed direction of felling, inclination 
and height of tree, size and shape of its 
crown, tree habit, shape of trunk and of 
adjacent trees [Wójcik 2013].

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The investigations were carried out in 
August/September 2011 on the ground 
of Forest Inspectorate Wipsowo (forest 
district Borek). The felling area was situ-
ated in a pure pine stand (90%) of age 
110–120 years, with addition of spruce 
and birch (10%). Felling area was di-
vided into two plots (felling pockets), 
surrounded from three sides with forest 
walls, and from one side with an im-
proved forest road. Part of trees of the 
main stand (  rst story) and the whole of 
shrub layer (second story) were removed 
from felling pockets the year previous to 
investigations; it allowed for free deter-
mination of tree fall direction, with no 
possibility of suspending cut trees during 
carried out measurements. 

Majority of investigated trees were 
straight and of small branching (from 12 
to 34 branches) and of uniform distribu-
tion of branches on the trunk; this made 
easier carrying out measurements due to 
small effects of branch distribution and 
crown shape on expected felling direc-
tion, it enabled to use the classical tech-
nique of felling trees (Fig. 2). 

FIGURE 1. Rules of proper kerfs’ execution in felling trees [Wi sik et al. 2005]
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Some of trees on research sites were 
slightly inclined in direction of tree fall 
– de  ection of tree tip in vertical projec-
tion (measured from the trunk) did not 
exceed 3 m; this resulted in the need of 
tree felling with so-called supporting slat 
(Fig. 3). 

During measurements the weather 
was windless (it did not call for a change 
in expected direction of tree fall), with 
moderate cloudiness and temperature 
18 C. During measurements over 100 
pine trees were harvested; 60 of them 
were selected (their parameters are pre-
sented in Table 1).

Timber harvesting was executed with 
the use of internal combustion chain saw 

Stihl MS 440 of engine displacement 
Vs = 70.7 cm3, power Ns = 4.0 kW, 
weight m = 6.3 kg, guide length l = 18 in. 
and chain saw pitch t = 3/8 in.

Height of tree was measured after its 
felling with the use of 30-meters-long 
measuring tape, with accuracy of 1 cm. 
The same accuracy was used in measure-
ments on breast height diameter of tree 
and diameter of cut (prior to felling), 
while half-length diameter (and again 
diameter of cut) on a lying tree with the 
use of a tree caliper of measuring range 
of 1 m. Volume of a single tree was cal-
culated with Newton (Riecki) formula 
with consideration to previous measure-
ments and was compared to the volume 
of recording device, determined during 
timber acceptance procedure.

Angle of cut wedge, created during 
making of under-cuts (oblique and hori-
zontal), was measured after its complete 
cutting out from the cut tree (in the cen-
ter of meeting the oblique and horizontal 
kerfs edges) with the use of bevel pro-
tractor with accuracy of 1 .

Measurement on de  ection from ex-
pected tree fall direction was executed 
in the ways presented in Figure 4. At 

FIGURE 2. Sequence of operations in felling of straight tree, thicker than guide length: 1 – under-cut 
with possible shortening of hinge, 2 – boring felling cut, beginning of hinge forming, 3 – boring fell-
ing cut, hinge forming on right side of tree, 4 – execution of felling kerf (around tree), 5 – inserting 
wedges into slit of felling kerf, 6 – completing of felling kerf and  nal hinge forming on left side of tree, 
7 – possible striking of wedges to fall the tree [Wi sik et al. 2005]

FIGURE 3. Felling of tree inclined in direction of 
tree fall – method with supporting slat: 1 – under-
-cut, 2 – parts of kerf made by boring cut, 3 – cut-
ting of supporting slat [Wi sik et al. 2005]

direction of tree fall

direction of tree fall

direction of inclination
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distance of 15 m from the cut tree a 
measuring slat 1.5 m long was set in the 
place determined by the sawman as the 
expected tree fall direction. After tree 
felling, a distance from the center of cut 
tree to measuring slat was measured at 
right angle to direction assumed by the 
sawman, with accuracy of 1 cm. When 
linear measurements were executed with 
the use of a wind-up measuring tape, the 
de  ection angle was calculated. 

It was assumed during investigations, 
that 20° de  ection of lying tree to the 
left or right from the expected direction 

of tree fall would not be regarded as dis-
cordant with the expected felling direc-
tion, and can be caused by such factors 
like: rebounding tree from the ground 
or the remaining stump, rolling of tree, 
turning round of tree on branches etc. 

Then, the characteristic parameters 
of hinge were measured: length, width 
and height (Fig. 5), as well as the stump 
parameters after felling: length of under-
-cut (depth of undercut), length of felling 
cut and width of felling cut (diameter of 
felling) – Figure 6. 

TABLE 1. Characteristic parameters of harvested trees

Tree parameter Minimum value Maximum value Mean value
Breast height diameter, d1,3 [cm] 30.0 60.0 42.0
Diameter of cut, ds [cm] 38.0 68.0 49.3
Half-length diameter, d1/2 [cm] 20.0 39.0 30.0
Height, h [m] 18.8 30.8 26.9
Volume, Vd [m3] 0.76 3.67 1.91

FIGURE 4. Measurement on lying tree de  ection from expected direction of tree fall: 1 – stump of cut 
tree, 2 – cut tree, 3 – measuring slat,  – angle of cut tree de  ection from expected direction of tree 
fall

direction of tree fall

FIGURE 5. Exemplary measurement on hinge parameters: a – length, b – width, c – height
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RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS

The results of carried out investigations 
were compared to the values of stump 
parameters after felling (of the hinge and 
the stump itself), calculated according to 
rules of appropriate execution of kerfs 
during felling.

In the case of hinge width (Fig. 7a), 
37% of measurement results were con-
sistent with optimal value obtained in 
calculations that considered the diam-
eter of harvested trees in the points of 
kerfs during felling, but 38% of results 
differed slightly from the optimal hinge 
width value. Unfortunately, 25% of hing-
es were made incorrectly, including 10% 
too thin hinges (danger of out-of-control 
fall of tree), and 15% of too thick (longer 
time of felling and additional fatigue of 
worker connected to striking of wedges, 
lower productivity and higher fuel con-
sumption during felling on additional 
undercutting of the hinge).  

Only 10% of hinge length values (Fig. 
7b) were not consistent with the standard 
values. Too short hinges were measured 
in 8% of cases, however, no hinge was 
shorter than half of tree diameter in the 
place of cut; therefore, they could be 
regarded as appropriate. The hinge was 
sometimes too long (2%), because it was 
not shortened in the place of buttresses 

FIGURE 6. Exemplary measurement on stump after felling: a – length of under-cut (depth of under-
-cut), b – length of felling cut, c – width of felling cut (diameter of felling)
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FIGURE 7. Comparison between hinge param-
eters measured and calculated according to rules 
of appropriate execution of kerfs during felling: 
a – measurement on hinge width, b – measure-
ment on hinge length, c – measurement on hinge 
height
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during execution of under-cut. The re-
maining 90% of results were almost 
consistent with calculated values (27% 
exactly and 63% slightly above).

Considering the hinge height (Fig. 
7c) one can  nd, that it was safe almost 
in 100% of cases; 35% of hinge heights 
were exactly equal to the calculated 
ones, 30% were slightly bigger, and 35% 
were considerably bigger than the value 
determined according to rules of execu-
tion of kerfs during felling. In this last 
case, too high threshold increases time of 
tree felling, or sometimes calls for strik-
ing wedges.

The measured under-cut lengths (Fig. 
8a) coincided with calculated values in 
43% of cases. In 22% of cases they could 

be accepted as admissible, but in 9% of 
cases they were too big and exceeded half 
of cut tree diameter; that might be espe-
cially dangerous in terms of too fast and 
out-of-control breaking of the hinge and 
also impossibility of inserting wedges 
into the felling cut. The remaining 20% 
of cases included too short under-cuts; 
although they do not create such danger 
as in the previous case, but result in the 
decreased productivity by long-lasting 
operation of chain saw in the kerf.

The measured felling cut lengths co-
incided with calculated correct values in 
63% of cases (Fig. 8b). In 20% of cases 
it can be regarded as suf  ciently good, in 
15% as admissible, and in 2% only as in-
admissible and dangerous (possibility of 
tree fall into the zone of operator’s work, 
in direction opposite to the expected one, 
cutting of hinge, impossibility of insert-
ing wedges). 

It was found during measurements 
on the angle of wedge cut out by under-
-cut, that only in 4 cases out of 60 it was 
lower than recommended (45 ) and in 
7 cases higher than the boundary angle 
(65 ); it does not cause the increased 
losses in the butt part of harvested raw 
material (Fig. 9a). 

During measurements on the angle 
of de  ection from the expected direction 
of tree fall it was found, that in 47 cases 
out of 60 values of this angle did not ex-
ceed 10 , while in 20 cases this angle 
amounted to 0 , and in 33 cases did not 
exceed 5 . In 10 cases it was included in 
the range between 10 and 20 , and only 
in 3 cases it was higher than the assumed 
in methodics (Fig. 9b). 

FIGURE 8. Comparison between stump param-
eters measured and calculated according to rules 
of appropriate execution of kerfs during felling: 
a – measurement on under-cut length, b – mea-
surement on felling cut 
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SUMMARY

The carried out investigations aimed at 
demonstration of the effect of proper ex-
ecution of kerf during felling on direction 
of tree fall. The main parameters were 
dimensions of the stump after felling, 
i.e. dimensions of hinge (length, width 
and height) and dimensions of kerfs (un-
der-cut and felling cut) as well as the an-
gle of cut wedge in the under-cut. These 
parameters greatly affected the angle of 
tree fall in relation to the expected one. 
The investigated tree stand consisted of 
trees that did not call for application of 
special felling techniques. As a result of 
carried out investigations, their analysis, 
calculations and direct observations, one 
can  nd that:

The highest effect on direction of tree 
fall has the properly made hinge;

•

Making the hinge one should bear in 
mind its proper forming, i.e. main-
taining its uniform width throughout 
its length, unless its different form is 
required (e.g. execution of a triangu-
lar hinge);
It is important to maintain the proper 
hinge length, equal at least to half of 
cut tree diameter; it is sometimes in-
convenient due to execution of addi-
tional kerfs to shorten the hinge;
Equally important hinge parameter 
(as its width and length) is the height 
of threshold (too small height may re-
sult in out-of-control change in tree fall 
direction, while too high threshold in-
crease the time needed for tree felling);
One should pay special attention to 
maintain the proper length of under-
cut (from 1/4 to 1/3 of diameter), in 
respect of the need to form the hinge 
of appropriate width and to maintain 
possibility of inserting felling wedg-
es into the felling cut, to protect tree 
against felling in direction opposite to 
the expected one, especially when the 
hinge has been cut;
Making the felling cut one should 
bear in mind the  nal stage of form-
ing hinge, when its non-uniform 
width often causes change in tree fall 
direction;
Angle of under-cut wedge should be 
such, that both kerfs (oblique and 
horizontal) meet in the same place; 
otherwise, the hinge may be under-
-cut (decreased hinge width);
In majority of cases (almost 80%) 
the tree fall direction coincided with 
the expected one, or the de  ection 
amounted to 5–10  and was some-
times caused by rebounding tree from 
the ground or the remaining stump, 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

FIGURE 9. Measurements on angle cut out by 
under-cut of wedge – a, angle of de  ection from 
expected direction of tree fall – b; boundary value 
– solid line, maximal de  ection proposed – bro-
ken line
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rolling of tree, turning round of tree 
on branches etc.;
The error that caused the highest de-
 ection from the expected tree fall 

direction was improperly forming of 
the hinge, mainly too small or non-
-uniform width of the hinge. 
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Streszczenie: Wp yw prawid owo ci wykona-
nia rzazów podczas cinki pilark  spalinow  na 
kierunek padania (obalania) drzewa. Zarówno 
w przypadku zachowania w a ciwego kierunku 
obalania, jak i zachowania bezpiecze stwa same-
go pilarza bardzo wa ne jest odpowiednie wyko-
nanie rzazów podczas cinki drzew. W tym przy-
padku wa ne jest w a ciwe wykonanie zarówno 
rzazu podcinaj cego (odpowiadaj cego przede 
wszystkim za kierunek obalania), jak i rzazu ci-
naj cego z odpowiednio uformowan  zawias  
i zachowaniem progu bezpiecze stwa. Parametry 
poszczególnych rzazów zale  przede wszystkim 
od rednicy drzewa w miejscu wykonywania rza-
zu cinaj cego, ale w a ciwe ich uformowanie 
zale y równie  od za o onego kierunku obala-
nia, pochylenia i wysoko ci drzewa, wielko ci 
i kszta tu korony, pokroju drzewa, ukszta towania 
pnia i s siaduj cych drzew. Na podstawie prze-
prowadzonych bada  i uzyskanych wyników oraz 
ich pó niejszej analizy wykazano istotn  zale no-
ci mi dzy sposobem wykonania poszczególnych 

rzazów (podcinaj cego i cinaj cego z odpowied-
nio uformowan  zawias  i zachowaniem progu 
bezpiecze stwa) z uwzgl dnieniem odpowied-
nich parametrów cinanego drzewa ( rednica, 
pochylenie i wysoko , kszta t i wielko  korony, 
pokrój, kszta t pnia) a kierunkiem jego padania 
(obalania). Podczas bada  przyj to, e 20° od-
chylenie le cego drzewa na lewo lub prawo od 
za o onego kierunku obalania nie jest traktowane 
jako niezgodne z za o onym, a mo e by  spowo-
dowane czynnikami, takimi jak odbicie si  drze-
wa od powierzchni lub pozosta ego na niej pnia-
ka, przetoczenie si  drzewa, obrócenie si  drzewa 
na ga ziach itp.
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